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drive SLS amg roadSter
it honours the 
original ’50s sl 

– without trying 
to copy it

those three powerful letters 
take the sLs’s baby cousin – the 
sLK – from docile drop-top to 
proper street beast. a 5.5-litre 
V8 with 310kW and 540Nm of 
torque propels it to 100km/h in 
4.6 seconds, with a top speed of 
up to 280km/h (with the optional 
Driver’s package). It’s not only 
one of the most powerful, but 
also one of the most fuel-efficient 
V8s around, thanks to cylinder 
shut-off and start-stop functions. 
mercedes-benz claims an average 
consumption of 8.4 litres, but 
that’s with a very tame right foot. 
Luckily, under cruising conditions 
the deactivated four cylinders are 
instantly charged back into roaring 
V8 mode as soon as you step 
on the accelerator. that power is 
mated to a seven-speed gearbox 
with controlled efficiency, sport 
and manual modes. the car is 
incredibly fast and powerful – yet 
remains rather comfortable. 

the sLK has come a long 
way – from the hairdresser’s car 
of the first generation to today’s 
decidedly masculine appearance. 
the amG treatment adds a new 
bonnet and nose, new front 
spoiler, new air dam with bigger 
intakes, matt black rims and 
the characteristic quad-tipped 
tailpipes. only disadvantage? 
amGs are addictive – going back 
to the ‘normal’ model afterwards  
is impossible. 

convertibles in the world. When 
the SLS Gullwing made its debut, 
the question was: can it be topped? 
Yes – by being topless. It is history 
repeating itself. Even wingless, the 
performance more than matches 
its sound and looks. Unlike its 
stablemates, which begin life as 
Mercs before being sent off to the 
small village of Affalterbach to be 
pimped by AMG, it was developed 
entirely there – the first ever fully 
AMG-built vehicle. 

Engine and output figures are 
exactly the same as the Gullwing’s. 
A 6.2 litre naturally-aspirated V8, 
with 420kW and 560Nm of torque, 
delivers identical top speed and 
acceleration figures – 317km/h  
and 3.8 seconds from 0-100km/h – 
despite a 40kg weight gain. At 
1 660kg the Roadster weighs 
exactly the same as a Porsche 911 
Turbo S and less than an Audi R8 
Spyder. The soft-top opens in 11 
seconds and at speeds of up to 
50km/h. Surprisingly, with 173 

litres, the boot space is just three 
litres short of the roofed version 
– though that’s still not much 
room, even if you only want to go 
on a short trip. Is there anything I 
don’t like about the car? The price 
comes to mind: with a couple 
of extras, such as the Alubeam 
silver colour option (R128 100), 
a carbon package (R144 700) or 
ceramic brakes (R143 500), it hits 
the R3M mark. In this segment, 
fuel consumption is not even a 
discussion point. Driven as it was 
meant to be, you probably won’t 
get 300km out of a tank. My only 
other concern is the very low 
ground clearance – it’s difficult 
not to scrape the front end when 
entering driveways or traversing 
speed bumps. It’s quite a chilly 
afternoon, but nevertheless the 
top is down, thanks to the seat-
mounted Airscarf that blows warm 
air onto my neck. The seating 
position reminds me of a Morgan 
Plus 8, though the SLS is more 
comfortable. I have it in Sport+ 
mode and I’m flying around the 
False Bay coast, with its beautiful 
bends, accompanied by a guttural 
roar from behind. The Roadster 
puffs, blows and snorts like an 
old racing car. Breathtaking. The 
gearbox shifts faster than I can 
catch my breath and every now 
and then the short rear end veers 
out a bit. The Roadster simply rocks 
not only my world, but also that of 
everyone who happens to be in the 
aural halo of this mechanical god.

SPECIAL

 Mercedes  
 sLK55 AMG

ENGINE

6.2 litre-V8 with 
7-speed gearbox

pErformaNcE

0-100km/h in  
3.8 seconds
top speed:  
317km/h

powEr

420kW  
and 650Nm

prIcE

r2 780 274  
(incl. co2 tax)

compETITIoN

aston martin Db9, 
Ferrari 458 Italia, 

Lamborghini Gallardo, 
porsche 911 Gt3

tech
and spec
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bikes cruisers

What the world really needs: yet 
another new Harley-Davidson that 
harks back to the good ol’ days when 
Easy Rider proved conclusively that 
being a drug-smuggling hipster smart-
arse on a chopper would get you shot 
by hicks. another re-retroing of a retro-
themed bike. except, this is a really 
fun Harley-Davidson. the 1200cc 
‘blockhead’ V-twin turns petrol into 
speed, not just noise and time-space-
bending inertia. 

the seventy-two is a sportster 
that’s been given a Ken Kesey-level 
dose of ’70s chopper styling, with 
forward controls, big spoked front 
wheel, whitewall tyres, mini ape-
hanger handlebars and skinny tank. 
on first mounting, the ape-hangers 
and forward foot controls may look 
stylish, but suggest handling that 
would be as wieldy as a sack of 
orangutans. surprisingly, the bars 
provide good leverage to wrestle the 
midi-hog into the apex, and once 
you’ve reset your mental posture map, 
you can really have a lot of fun. part of 

the reason for this wieldiness is that 
despite pushing the chopper look, 
it’s actually got an entirely typical 
30-degree steering head angle. It also 
weighs in at only 252kg – which is 
Kate moss levels of skinny compared 
to its legendarily porky brethren. 

but it’s not perfect. First, I found 
the grips a little skinny. a bikini fairing 
would help with the wind blast – 
ape hangers mean assuming the 
aerodynamic position of a badger 

being dragged through a hedge 
backwards. rear suspension travel is 
still Harley absurd, at two inches. the 
tank is stupid small – less than eight 
litres. It also looks under-proportioned 
for the bike. the styling is also not  
100 per cent spot-on. 

but that’s the thing about Harleys: 
you buy a custom with customer 
options, and then customise it. this 
is the bike that chicks dig seeing men 
on. be that man. – Roger Hislop

tech
and spec

 harley-davidson 
 seventy-two

the bavarian flagship cruiser is 
definitely the closest bike/car 
relationship in bmW’s history. Not 
only because of the impressive in-line 
six-cylinder engine, but also due to 
features such as adaptive Xenon 
cornering lights (a first in motorbikes), 
audio system with Usb connection, 
information display, Dynamic traction 
control and even air-con. and the 
bike looks massive. Lifting it off the 

sidestand, its weight immediately 
becomes evident. my pillion susanne 
climbs onto the passenger seat, 
adding a little bit more weight. but 
its low centre of gravity makes 
it surprisingly light and easy to 
manoeuvre, even at low speeds. 
the torque is impressive; two, 
independent three-into-one exhaust 
systems are responsible for the m3-
like subtle aggressive growl. 

We’re riding in a small group and 
hairy Harry, the guy next to me, 

is piloting an even more luxurious 
GtL. the electronically adjustable 
windscreen is taller and wider, and 
the GtL’s suspension has a more 
comfortable setup. sitting position is 
significantly lower and at first glance 
the bike looks like a scooter on 
steroids. the bulkier GtL is equipped 
with a topcase that adds another 
29kg to its already substantial 319kg. 
both bikes feature heated seats and 
grips. there are three driving modes 
– sport, Normal and comfort – and 
the Dynamic traction control can be 
set to rain, road or dynamic. It really 
does feel more like a car than a bike. 
on the freeway it’s not easy to find the 
right height setting for the windshield. 
It’s uncomfortable either for the driver 
or the pillion – whose helmeted head 
is jerked around frantically beyond 
speeds of 140km/h. 

the bike was created with smooth 
american highways in mind; pot-
holed, bumpy south african roads are 
no fun to navigate on a Gt. so despite 
the K 1600 Gt’s wonderful engine, the 
r 1200 Gs is a much better touring 
bike for south africa, whether you’re 
riding one- or two-up.   – DL

tech
and spec

ENGINE

1.6-litre 6 cyl. with 
six-speed gearbox

pErformaNcE

0-100km/h in  
4 seconds

top speed of  
250 km/h

powEr

118 kW  
and 175Nm

prIcE

r199 506 (Gt), 
r223 450 (GtL)

 BMw K 1600 Gt

SPECIAL

ENGINE

1.2-litre air-cooled 
evolution with five-

speed gearbox

pErformaNcE

top speed of  
160km/h

powEr

99Nm @ 3 500rpm

prIcE

r118 000/
r122 000  
(custom)
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